Enjoy Tropical Beauty at the
Luxury Berawa Villa, Bali
Taking a luxury vacation in a tropical destination is a dream
for many people. Now you can enjoy a tropical getaway at
Berawa Villa in Bali. This truly glamorous retreat can be
found in southern Bali, Indonesia.
Berawa Villa combines both an industrial chic design with
romantic Balinese accents. The result is a truly, unique
property. As a brand new luxury property, Berawa Villa offers
guests 5 bedrooms and 6 baths. The luxurious villa can
accommodate up to 10 people. As a result, Berawa Villa is
ideal for a quaint, romantic vacation or for a large group of
friends and family. Even perfect for a lifetime holiday with
family or a small wedding party.
This brand new, luxury villa is exceptionally designed. It’s
like staying in your own hidden oasis. It is secluded,
sophisticated and exclusive. Enjoy awesome views over
beautiful, rural rice fields.
Although you can enjoy your quiet time, understand you are
just minutes away from the trendy clubs and restaurants of
Berawa. It’s the best of both worlds.
Here at The Life of Luxury, we get many requests for villa
vacation rentals. For those wanting to stay in Bali, Berawa
Villa would be a top choice.
The interior design is simply incredible. You’ll discover a
double-height, open plan living area. It allows guests to have
a central gathering place in the property. Attached is a
beautiful dining room that offers a sunken seating area. Great
for a fine dining or casual meal. Due to full-size windows,
the dining room is brightly lit. In addition, the entire
luxury villa includes full-size that bring in tons of natural

light.
One of the best features is the two, gorgeous swimming pools.
Soak in the sun’s warm rays and relax on the sun terrace.
Enjoy food and your favorite cocktail at the pool bar. Walk
along the nearby beach and take in the beauty of the Pacific
Ocean.
Berawa Villa is the perfect place for a memorable stay. Note
that the property has a minimum three night requirement.

Bali is magical. Enjoy a luxury
stay at the Berawa Villa. The Life
of Luxury can assist you and make
your travel plans and book all your
reservations. Come back again to
follow this popular luxury blog.
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